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CALL 2011
Niger-Congo, Atlantic, Northern, BAK, Manjaku, Mankanya

What is kë?

Sentence level conjunction? 
Kë Şompi a-wala …
DS  Shompi 3SG-get_down
So Shompi got down

A relative pronoun?
Ŧukma, ñaaŋ na-ŧool, a-n-fiyar-uŋ Naşibaţi,
Thukma person C2SG-straight, 3SG-REL-believe-SUB God, 
kë ba-hula bŧi ba-magana..
DS C2PL-mankanya all C2PL-esteem
Thukma, a righteous man, a believer in God, who all the Mankanya 
praised

A complementiser?
kë ba-ntohi ba-do winkë Nabanka a-pel baka
DS C2SG-elder C2PL-INGR see DS Nabanka 3S-more_than 3PL.OBJ
Then the elders saw that Nabanka Biyagi was stronger than them.

Mother tongue speakers suggested “but” or “and”
A-n-wooŋ na-week i ka-toh a-wo na
3SG-REL-be-SUB C2SG-big GEN C4SG-house 3SG-be with
p-ben p-mpoţi.
C7SG-hump C7SG-small
Kë p-i a-n-wo-oŋ Naala pa-wo-oŋ
DS C7SG-DEM.PROX C3SG-REL-BE-SUB Naala C7SG-be-SUB
p-week kë a-şa-aŋ a-kaana ka-nuura maakan.
C7SG-BIG DS 3SG-SEQ-SUB 3SG-have C4SG-beauty very
The eldest in the household had a small hump. But Naala’s was big, 
but she had great beauty

b-ko ba-şë wo, a-kab ţ-i p-liik,
C8SG-thing C8SG-SEQ be SER-be_close LOC-PROX C5SG-well
a-wo na b-hër, kë b-nob ba-wo d-a.
SER-be  with C6SG-hole DS C6SG-honey C6SG-be C10-OBJ
.. there was a tree near to the well; it had a hole and there was a bee 
hive there.



Switch reference marker
Kë hënk di Naala a-ya-aŋ na u-ŧejan
DS like_that C10-DEM.PROX Naala 3SG-go-SUB with C3SG-night
a-ţënk ŋ-nŧayi kë ŋa-do p-ŧoof, a-ki,
SER-found C3PL-spirits DS C3PL-do C5SG-middle SER-dance
kë a-şë ban a-naţ a-kob i-ñen na ŋ-a
DS 3SG-SEQ arrive SER-stand SER-hit C4P-hand with C3PL-OBJ
Kë (So) Naala went at night, she found the spirits kë they were 
dancing in a circle, kë she went up to them, stopped and clapped with 
them.

kë as a switch reference marker
Independent subject pronouns are not used very much

Verb prefix sufficient to indicate person number and class

ade he eats
bade they eat
ude it (class 3) eats

Clause chains

Sequence of verbs with the same subject

Second and subsequent verbs use the prefix a-

Ba-ţaşa ba-bi a-bootan puum a-pënan
C2PL-initiates C2PL-come SER-wrap body SER-went_out
a-ya a-moy.
SER-go SER-bury
The young men came, wrapped the body, left and went and buried it.

The a- prefix in clause chains same as the 3rd person singular

So kë is used to remove ambiguity.

Wi ba-ñaaŋ ba-yomp-uŋ bŧi, kë a-şë ţiini
When C2PL-person C2PL-be_quiet-sub all DS SER-SEQ speak
na baka
with C2PL.obj
When the people were quiet he spoke to them

Other functions of kë
Used between subject noun and verb for various discourse reasons

Sometimes to introduce a new character
Kë ñaaţ a-loŋ na-ţaf kë a-şë win jibi Naala
DS C2SG\wife C1SG-INDF C2SG-old DS 3SG-SEQ saw how Naala
a-ñagan-i ţ-i ka-toh.
3SG-sad-PFV LOC-PROX C4SG-house.
An old lady saw how Naala was sad and staying in the house.

Sometimes to mark the beginning of a new discourse unit.
Kë Nabanka Biyagi kë a-neej-an p-şih
DS Nabanka Biyagi DS 3SG-enter-CAUS C5SG-chiefdom
So Nabanka Biyagi became king

(In this story Nabanka Biyagi is not at this point a new character)

Sometimes kë only appears between the noun and verb.
Ţëwaraaţi kë a-şëhanţla …
Tsewaratsi SP SER-SEQ lift_eyes … 
Tsewaratsi lifted her eyes … 



kë and Language Contact
Manjaku
Does not have a similar marker (Karlick 1972)

A ngë-ţep a ngë-baand pţoŋ a ngë-ŋaţ ţi blay
And they went, and they came to the place where they were visiting 
and they stood in the yard 

Papel 
Anecdotally - has a similar marker

Several places where kë is used suggest borrowing from Creole 

Creole
As a complementiser with te

Kë ŋ-nŧayi ŋa-duka ki ki ţ-uŋ te kë
DS C3PL-spirit C3PL-stay dansedanse LOC-DIST until DS

u-nuur u-do jinţ
C3SG-day C3SG-INGR be_clean
And the spirits stayed there dancing until the morning

Parallel to até que in portuguese which has now become tok in 
modern Creole

As a complementiser with certain verbs 

kë ba-ntohi ba-do winkë Nabanka a-pel baka
DS C2SG-elder C2PL-INGR see DS Nabanka 3S-more_than 3PL.OBJ
Then the elders saw that Nabanka Biyagi was stronger than them.

Compare with

Pedro viu que Maria era triste (Portuguese)

Pedru oja ke Maria staba la (Creole)

Suggestion:
kë was borrowed from Creole some time ago then evolved into a 
subject switch marker

The use of kë was then further extended to its other functions 
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